Bioavailability and Bioequivalence Aspects of Oral Modified-Release Drug Products.
Oral modified-release (MR) products are dosage forms administered through the mouth and designed to release drug in a controlled manner to achieve maximum efficacy, minimal side effects, and better patient compliance. With significant progress in pharmaceutical technologies and favored therapeutic benefit, more and more oral MR products including the generic versions of these products are being developed, marketed, and used in the USA. Because different types of MR products may exhibit unique drug release modes and specific pharmacokinetic profiles, a better understanding of the regulation and evaluation of these generic MR products can help development and marketing of generic MR products that are therapeutically equivalent to the corresponding reference product. This review summarizes the general regulatory requirements for establishing bioequivalence between generic and reference oral MR products. In addition, some special regulatory considerations for bioequivalence evaluation are highlighted with examples of specific oral MR drug products.